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A GENERAL PRINCIPLE

BY

S. MANDELBROJT

1. All the results of this paper are based on a general principle (Theo-

rem I) of an asymptotic character. We show that this theorem leads to re-

sults in branches of the theory of functions generally regarded as quite distinct

from each other. All the results on Watson's problem, on the theory of quasi-

analyticity, on one hand, and many known results on the distribution of the

singularities of a Dirichlet series and the distribution of the values taken by

its analytic continuation, on the other hand, may be considered as particular

cases of this theorem. As a matter of fact many new results far more general

in both branches are obtained. Having established the main theorem we show,

by a certain number of lemmas, cases in which the hypotheses of this theorem

are satisfied. We then establish theorems with the same conclusions, their

hypotheses being however more specific and easier to handle than those of

the main theorem.

Theorem I can be considered as a generalization of the principle of

Cauchy's theorem which gives estimates of the coefficients of a Taylor se-

ries, or more generally of a Dirichlet series, by the maximum of the absolute

value of the corresponding function on a circle around the origin (or on a

vertical line for a Dirichlet series). The idea is to estimate the coefficients of

expressions X)m-i^me~x"" (w^l) which represent a function only "asymptoti-

cally," this estimate being made, on the other hand, only by means of the

maximum of the modulus of the function on circles situated in any part of

the plane, the radii of these circles diminishing with the increase of the upper

density of the sequence {X„} (lim sup m/X„). The closeness of approach is

given by the evaluation of certain integrals.

2. Throughout this paper {X„} (l^n<N^<*>) will be a finite (if N< <*>)

or infinite (if N= o°) sequence of positive increasing numbers. The number

N(x) (x>0) of quantities X„ smaller than x will be called the distribution

function, or shorter the distribution of the sequence {X„} ; clearly N{x)=0

for #gXi. The quantities ¿ = lim inf N(x)/x (x—>«), D = lim sup N(x)/x

(#—><») will be called respectively lower and upper densities of {Xn}. If

N(x)=Dx+n(x), the function n(x) will be called the excess distribution func*

lion or briefly the excess distribution of the sequence {X„}. Clearly O^d^D.

We shall moreover suppose D< <x>. A sequence {Xn} will be characterized by

its upper density and its excess distribution. As a matter of fact n{x) charac-

terizes completely {X„} by itself, since in every interval (Xt, Xi+i) (l^k<N — 1
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if N>2) (and in (Xi,  «>) if N=2) we have N'(x) = D+n'(x)=0, that is to

say n'(x) = —D, which equality defines D when n(x) is given.

It is obvious that lim sup n{x)/x = 0 {x—>°°). But the behavior of the func-

tion n(x)/x is irregular; it takes both positive and negative values, with the

only limitation on the magnitude of the numerical value of this quantity

when it is negative furnished by lim infz_„ n(x)/x^—D. It is necessary

therefore for the considerations to be developed later to introduce a func-

tion of a regular character which characterizes the excess distribution of a

sequence {X„}. A sequence {X„} of positive increasing numbers being given,

and n(x) being its excess distribution, we shall call the function

(1) A*(«) =   f   exp ( - irur + 2r2 f   (n{x)/x(x2 + r2))dx\ dr

the growth function of the excess distribution n(x) (of the sequence {X„}).

The introduction of this function A.*(u) is justified by the following consid-

erations. Let us first note that, since for 0<a:áXi, n(x) = —Dx, the integral

f™(n(x)/x(x2+r2))dx (r>0) exists. It is moreover obvious that for any e>0,

2r2f™(n(x)/x(x2+r2))dx <er if r>r(e), and therefore A*(«) is defined, con-

tinuous and analytic for u>0. A*(w) increases as «—»0 + . On the other hand

A*(m) can also be expressed in another way which will furnish interesting

properties of this function and will show that it determines in a unique man-

ner the function n(x), at least when the upper density of {Xn} is given. Let

(2) A« - II (1 - 22An) (1 á » < AO.

Since D< », A(z) represents an entire function of z = x+yi = re'+ with

max  | A(z) | = A(ir) = JJ (1 + r*A¡¡).
|f'|.r

It is also well known [l](l) that

lim sup (log A(ir)/r) ^ irD.

The Laplace transform of A(»V), L{Ç)=J*e~TT{h.{ir)dr, represents a func-

tion holomorphic for %(X)>D, and bounded for (RSX)^D + t, where e>0 is

arbitrary.

We have by integration by parts the well known equality [ll ] :

CO «   CO

log A(ir) = £ log (1 + r2/xl) =   I    log (1 + r*/x*)dN(x)
n—1 J 0

■ *T
J 0

(N(x)/x(x  + r ))dx.

(') Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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It is then obvious that

log A(ir) - irDr « 2r2 f   ((N(x)/x - D)/(x2 + r*))dx
J 0

= 2r2 I    (n(x)/x(a? + r2))dx.
•/o

In other words, if m>0,

/» 00

exp (- t(D + u)r)A{ir)dr
o

(3)

=   f   exp Í - 7T«r + 2r2 f   (m(*)/*(x2 + r2)¿*W = A*(«).

The integral /0°°exp (—ir(D+u)r)A(ir)dr can therefore also serve for the

definition of A*(w). Let

(4) A(s) = ¿(- XYc^K

Obviously c*^0 (h^O), c0=l, and

00

(5) A(ir) = E ^r2*.

It is readily seen (it follows also from a well known theorem [12]) that,

for u>0,

A*(m) =   I     exp (- tt(D + u)r)A{ir)dr
Jo

(6) =   f   exp (- x(Z? + «>)(E c*»**)dr

= Ec*(2*)!/(ir(Z)+ «))*«.

This formula shows, among other things, that if A*(u) is the growth func-

tion of the excess distribution n(x) of a sequence {X„}, with upper density D,

then there exists no other sequence with upper density D of which the excess

distribution n(x) admits A*(w) as its growth function. Indeed, by (6), if A*(w)

and D are given, the Taylor coefficients ( — l)*c* of the canonical product

A(z) are defined, and so are the zeros {X„} of this product.

Let A(u) be a positive integrable function for w>0(2). If the growth func-

tion A*(w) of the excess distribution n(x) of {X„} is such that there exists a

(2) That is to say integrable in every interval (a, b) with 0<a<£>< °°, with the possible

value of the integral + <*>■ A(u) may take the value + °°, or even be identically equal to + °°.
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positive constant p such that for u sufficiently small A*(pu) ^¡A(u), we shall

say that n(x) belongs to A(u). In particular n{x) belongs to A*(w).

We shall show later on (Lemma III) that, under simple conditions on

A(u), there exists a sequence {X„| with a given upper density of which the

excess distribution n{x) is a function tending to infinity with x and belonging

toA(u).

To every sequence {X„} of positive increasing numbers of finite upper

density, we shall associate the sequence {A„J defined by the equality

(7) An = (X„ | A'(XB) | )-» (1 á n < N)

where A'(X„) is the derivative of A(z), given by (2), at z = X„. Let us put, for

íúj<N,

(8) A;(z) = A(z)(l - z/\f\

Since A(Xy) =0, we see that

A,(X,) = lim A(z)(l - z2/Xi)~l = - 2_1A'(X,)Xi,

that is to say,

(9) A. = 2-11 A,(X,) h1.

The sequence {A„} shall be called the sequence associated with the sequence

Let now \<¡>n(x)} (1 ^n<N^ <x>) be a sequence of non-negative continu-

ous functions defined for x^O, each of these functions being non-decreasing,

with 0i(O)=O, and satisfying for every n, 1 ^n<N— 1, the equality <f>n+i(x)

= o(4>n{x)) (x—>0). The function <£(#)= g.l.b.ig„<iv <pn(x), x^O, will be called

the lower envelope of the sequence {^>n(x)}. On writing </>„*(x) = min <j>k{x)

(1 ¿k^n), we see that <f>*(x) is a non-negative, nonincreasing function and

that these functions tend monotonically to <¡>(x) as n increases. It is there-

fore clear that for every a, b, 0<a<b< °o, the integral ja log <j>(x)dx has

either a finite value or the value — <*>. If its value is — oo the same will hold

if a is replaced by a', 0<a' <a; the integral can have the value — oo only

if for a certain c with a%.c, 4>(x) =0 for 0<x<c. It is obvious that </>„(0) =0

for »¡£l| and that <£(0) =0. Since the sequences {</>„(x)} described above play

a fundamental role in defining and in studying asymptotic series, we shall

call such a sequence \<fin(x)} an asymptotic sequence.

In the complex plane s=ff+it we shall denote by C(W, R)(0<R< ») thé

open circle |*-W| <R. If V=a'+it' we shall denote by S(V, R')(0<R'< oo)

the region |/ —1'\ <R', cr><r', and we shall call it a horizontal half-strip of

width 2R'. We shall call the region [/ —1'\ <R', <r> — °o, a horizontal strip of

width 2R'.

If I  is a  Jordan  arc,  we  shall  call   the  Union  of circles  WC(j',  Ro)
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(0<i?o< °°, s'ÇlL), where Ro is fixed, a channel of width 2i?0. The curve L

will be called the central line of the channel. If V and W are the extremities

of L and if Ro<R, Ro<R', the corresponding channel will be said to connect

the circle C(W, R) to the horizontal half-strip S(V, R').

All the sequences which are mentioned in the paper are either finite or

infinite. At any rate the index in the sequences {X„}, {dn}, {<f>n(x)}, {An}

(denoted by this same index) will vary, in each statement, between the same

limits: l<iV^ «J, with N< oo if the sequences are finite, N= «> if the se-

quences are infinite.

3. In all the theorems established in this paper there appears a sequence

{X„J of positive increasing numbers. In some of these theorems such a se-

quence is characterized only by its upper (or lower) density, in others an

estimation of the excess distribution is involved. In the main theorem itself

two kinds of hypotheses are made: in one part of it only the upper density

is involved, in the second one the excess distribution plays a role. The theo-

rems, or parts of theorems, in which the excess distribution is involved are of

much more delicate nature than the others.

We are now in a position to state our main theorem:

Theorem I. Let {X„} (l^n<N^ <x>) be a sequence of positive increasing

numbers of upper density D, let \dn} be a sequence of complex numbers, and let

{<t>n(x)} be an aymptotic sequence with lower envelope <j>{x). Let F(s) be a holo-

morphic and bounded function in a region A, composed of a circle C(si, ira),

of a horizontal half-strip of width lira*, and of a channel connecting them of

width 2irai(3) and let in A, for <r><To,

(10) F(s) — E dme- S <bn(e-°) (1¿»< N).

If D <ai and if, on setting w = (2(ß2 —Z?))"1, one of the following two condi-

tions, (I) or (II), is satisfied:

(I) The excess distribution of {X„} belongs to a function A{u) such that

(11) A («-)*(«)= 0(1) («-»0),

(12) liminf   (    log (^(«^^(m))«"-1^« = - °o(4).
(=0+     J,

(II) There exists a constant o/>co such that

(13) I    log 4>{u)u"'-ldu = — »,
J 0

then

(3) we recall that by the definition of a connecting channel aiáa, di^Oi.

(') If A{u?) = », ç>(«i) =0, we shall set ^(«f)*(«i) =0.
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(14) ] á„ | g KM(Sl)An exp (XA(«i)) (1 á » < A7)«

wAere ÜT< oo depends only on a and D, where {A„} is the sequence associated

with {X„}, and where M(s{) is such that in C(slt ira), \ F(s) | i£Af(ii).

And every function Fo(s) holomorphic and bounded in A and satisfying there,

for <r>a', the inequalities

(15) Fo(s) - £ dme-*- ^ Me-') (1 á » < iV),

tí identically equal to F(s).

Remark. The value of the constant K is given by K = 2iraA*(a—D) where

A*(u) íí the growth function of the excess distribution n(x) of {X„}.

Let us note that the condition (I) can hold (since A(u) is such that an ex-

cess distribution belongs to it, that is to say A(u) è A*(pu) (0<«<m0), the

last function being positive and increasing as u—>0) only if f log <$>{u)u'*~xdu

= — oo. But if this condition is satisfied it is usually possible to choose a func-

tion A(u) increasing to oo as tí—»0 slowly enough, in order to satisfy (11) and

(12), and rapidly enough, in order to assure the existence of a sequence {X„}

with a given upper density D, the excess distribution n{x) of {X„} tending

to infinity with x and belonging to A(u). For instance we may choose

A(u) = (<j>{ull"))~a(i/2 <a<l), if this function A(u) satisfies the conditions

of Lemma III. (This follows immediately from Lemma III.) If in the pre-

ceding integral « is replaced by w'>w, as in (13), the condition on </>(x) be-

comes much more restrictive, and this is the reason why no condition on the

excess distribution is then any longer necessary.

4. For the proof of Theorem I it is necessary to prove some preliminary

lemmas.

Lemma I. Let Q^ira<2eß, and let <f>(i) be a function not identically zero,

holomorphic and bounded in the region R(a, ß) defined by

(16) \t\ < (t/2)(1 - ae-°), o ^ ß.

The curve C given by the equation e" cos t =eß belongs to R(a, ß), and I being any

segment of C on which t^O, we have

(17) g.l.b.    I   log | 4>(s) | e~'d<j > — oo,
¡cc   J i

the integral being taken in the sense of increasing a.

For the points of the boundary of R{a, ß) on which a>ß we have

cos / = sin (ir/2 - | /1 ) S «r/2 -1 t \ = it a/Iff < eP".

(6) %.(z) is the real part of z.
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This shows that CCR(a, ß). Let D be the region, bounded by C, in which

cos t>eß~°(a>ß, \t\ <ir/2). Let us put z = x+iy=e'. From x=e' cos / it fol-

lows that D is mapped, by this transformation, on the half-plane x>eß = y.

Let/(z) = <£($) ;/(z) is not identically zero, holomorphic and bounded in x =zy.

If iGC t^O, then x=y, y^O, and \z\2e-'d<r/dy^>l when sEC, <r->oo, />0

or, what amounts to the same thing, when x=y, y—>oo. By a well known

theorem [7, 10] it follows from the conditions on f(z) that

/:
(log I f(y + iy) | /(72 + y2))dy = B > - ».

If |/(7+Ó0| <^f (1 <M< oo, — oo <y< oo) we have for every segment

m on the line x = y, on integrating in the sense of increasing y,

f (log | /GO I / I z21 )dy è £ - log M f   dy/(y* + 72) = D,. > - oo.
•» m J — oo

By this inequality and the relation above involving da/dy for s£C (¿>0,

(T—*oo) our lemma is established.

Lemma II. £ei $(5) be holomorphic in a circle C(s', irR) and in this circle

let I $(s)\ ^M. Let {X„} be of upper density D<R, let A(z) be defined by (2)
and Aj(z) by (8), let

(18) A,(«) - £ (- l)c"V
(i) 2*

and let 0<u<R—D. The series 23 ( — l)^1^2*^) converges uniformly in

C{s', ir(R—D — u)) and represents there a holomorphic function $,(s) satisfying

the inequality

(19) I $,-(î) I ̂  ir.RMA*(«),

w&ere A* (m) î's ¿Ae growth function of the excess distribution n(x) of {X„}.

By Cauchy's theorem we have for sGC(s', ir(R—D — u))

$<«>(,) I g ((2*)I/2x) I <f ($(w)/(w - í)2i+1)¿w

g (2k)lR'M/{R' - r(R- D - «))2*+1,

where i?' is any quantity such that ir(R~D — u) <R' <wR. Thus

(20) I $<2*>(i) [ ¿ r(2k)lRM/(r{D + «))2*+1.

Obviously, if the c* are given by (4), O^c^¿Ck(k^O) and we have, by

(20) and (6), |*,f»| á £î_oe*| *(,»(5)| Ú vRMÈek(2k)\/(ir(D + «))"+1
= iri?MA*(w), and the lemma is proved.
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5. We now proceed to the proof of the main theorem. Let S(î2, Trat),

í2 = 02+^2, be the horizontal half-strip, part of A, and let L be the central

line of the channel connecting C(ii, ira) to S(í2, ira^) and belonging to A.

Let W^r.oi-l)^^2*'^) where the c$ are given by (18). By the

hypotheses of the theorem and by Lemma II, F,(í) is holomorphic in each

of the circles C(s\, ir(a—D — u)), C(s', Tr(ai—D — u))(s'Ç.L), C(a-\-ih,

■w(a2 — D —u))(u2<ff^ffi-]-ira2), C{<T+ik, 7r(a2—-D — «))(c> 02+^02), where u

is such that 0<u<ai—D. We have moreover, by the same Lemma II,

|F,(ii) | ^ 7raM(ii)A*(«),

where u is such that 0<u<a— D. Therefore, since A*{u) is continuous for

«>0,

(21) | F,(ii) | g 7raM(íi)A*(a- D).

Let us now write

n

(22) *„(s) = F(s) - £ dme~^'.

By  hypothesis   $„(i)   is  holomorphic  in   every  circle   C(ä-\-it,  7ra2)   with

ï^ir' = max (o"o+7ra2, 02), and in every such circle

(23) I <E>„(í) I á <t>n{e--°+™>).

It follows then from Lemma II that the function

*».Á*) - Z (- I)*0*™«
k—o

= Z, (- 1) c" F     (s) — 2^ (- 1) c*   2^Xm¿me
*=0 *—0 m—1

n 00 n

= F,-(î) — ¿^ ^e        2^ (- 1) ck  Xm = F^s) — ¿^ ¿mA,-(Xm)e
»1=1 fc=0 m=l

is holomorphic in every circle C(a-\-ik,ir{a2 — D — u)), â^ er'with 0<w<a2 —-D,

and in this circle

(24) I $Rlí(í) I ^ 7T«2c6„(e-;+'-^)A*(iO-

Since A,(Xm) = 0 for m 5¿j, we see that for n èj

n

X á»,A,(Xm)e-x»' = áJAí(X))e-x;8.

We may therefore write, for n¡±j(n<N?¿ 00),

(25) $„,•(*) = *,(í) = F,(í) - ^A,(Xy)e-V,
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and by (24) we have

(26) | *,(*) | ^ T<wl>n(e-*—')A*(u),

(s = a +it,    | t — h \ á »-(as - Z> - m), 0 < u < at - D,  a > a',j g n <N).

From <¡>n+i(x)=o{<f>n(x)){x—>0) it follows that for a sufficiently large

$k{e~°+Tai) ^<t>,(e-"+Tai), 1 :££ Su«./ being fixed. Therefore there exists a quan-

tity a* such that (26) holds for \t — t»\ ^ir(a2-D — u), <r^<r*, 0<u<ai-D,

l^n<N. We have for the same values of j

(27) | ¥f(j) | g 7ra2A*(«) g Lb. 0„(e-ff+,ra2) - ira2A*(u)<t>(e-°+"*).
lén<N

We shall now prove that ~&j(s) is identically zero. For that purpose we

shall consider the functions 6,-(v; s)=^j(s/v+it») for every v^co. It follows

from (27) that in the region \t\ ^irv(a2 — D—u) = (ir/2)(v/ù> — 2vu), ¡r^va*,

with 0<m<ö2—D, th« following inequality holds:

(28) | 6j{y; s) | S TO¡A*(u)<t>(e-''l>+"').

Let q be an arbitrary positive quantity and let us choose a=a(q), ß = ß(v, q)

in the following manner: a = 2uqeT"2", /3>max (va*, log (ircoq)-¡-iraou). We

have then ß>va*, 2eß>ira>0. Since in (28) u has only to satisfy the in-

equality 0<m<C2— D, but otherwise may vary with i, we choose, for <r^ß,

u = í/2u—í/2p-\-(a/2v)e~(r; the condition 0<«<a2—D = \/2o> is then satis-

fied. It follows from (28) that 6j(y\ s) is holomorphic in the region R(a, ß),

given by \t\ <(ir/2)(l— ae~"), a^ß, with a = a(q), ß=ß(v, q) chosen as above,

and satisfies there the inequality

| dj(v; s) | ^ woíA*(1/2u - \/2v + {a/2v)e-°)<t>{e-'i'+-">*),

which, on putting v = e~'l'+'"'1, may also be written

(29) | Oiiy; s) | ^ îro2A*(l/2co - l/2v + {u/v)qe"^''-'h')4>(v).

This inequality shows first that if v><¿, 0¡(v; s) is bounded in R(a, ß).

Indeed as a—»oo, that is to say as »—>0, the right member of (29) tends to

7to2A*(1/2w-1/2^)0(0) =0, since from v>u it follows that 0<A*(l/2w

— 1/2p)<oo, and we have 0(0) =0. If the condition (I) of our theorem is

satisfied, then 0,(w; s) is also bounded in the corresponding region R{ct, ß),

a = a(q), ß = (o), q), if q is chosen however in a special manner. Indeed if (I)

is satisfied there exists, by definition of the function A(u), a positive constant

p such that A*(pu)^A(u) for u sufficiently small. If we choose then q = p

we see from (29) that in R(ct, ß) with a = a(p), /3 = /3(w, q), we have for v

sufficiently small (<r large)

(30) | 0,-(«; s) |  g wa2A*(pv)<))(v) g fl-flsi4(»")0(») (» = r*1 •*"•).

But since from (11) of the condition (I) it follows that for v sufficiently
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small, that is to say for a sufficiently large, the right-hand term of this last

inequality is bounded, we see that, in R(ct, ß), (a~a(p), ß = ß(u, p)), 0,(co; i)

is bounded, if the condition (I) of the theorem is satisfied. On the other hand

we see that if (12) is satisfied then (30) gives, since v"-1dv= —(e"rai~")dff/o),

(3D g.l.b.      I    log | 0,(co; i)| er" da = - oo,

the integral being taken on the line e" cos t = eß, 2^0(í =a+it). Thus, if (I) is

satisfied, 0,(«; i) is bounded in R(a, ß) and (31) holds on the specified line,

and we see by Lemma I that 0,(co; i) = 0, that is to say ^¡(s) =0.

If now (II) is satisfied, we see from (13) and (29), since lim A*(l/2co—1/2«'

+ (w/w')e'02("-',')n"')=A*(l/2w-l/2co')(i;->0), that on the line e' cos t = eß,

¿è0 lying in R(a, ß) with a = a(l), ß=ß(u', 1), the relationship

(32) g.l.b.     f   log | 0,(0)'; s)\ e~°dff = - oo

holds, and this together with the fact proved above that 0,(co'; i) is bounded

in R(a, ß) (since co'>w) gives, by Lemma I, 0,(w'; i)=0, that is to say

tyj(s) =0. Thus each of the two conditions (I) or (II) of the theorem gives

ty¡(s) =0. In other words if the conditions of our theorem are satisfied we have

(33) Fj(s) = djAjÇkùe-^:

It follows then from (21) that

(34) | rfyA,(X,-) | exp (- X/Rj>i)) Ú waM{Sl)A*{a - D) (1 ^ j < N).

By (9) we see then that (14) is satisfied with K = 2iraM(si)A*(a—D).

Let us now prove that F(í) = Fo(í) identically. From (10) and (15) it fol-

lows that there exists a quantity <r* such that in the region  \t— d] <ira2,

<T>ff*,

| F(í) - Fo(í) | ^ 2<t>n{e~°) (1 ^ n < N).

On writing

0(i) = F(2a2i + ih) - Fo(2a2i + ih),

we see that, for \t\ <ir/2, cr^cr*¡2ai, which region with the notation of the

statement of Lemma I may also be written as F(0, a*/2a2), we have

(35) | Í2(í) | ^ 24,n{e-2^') (l£n<N).

We have therefore also

(36) | fi(i) | ^ 2<t>(e-2™).

If ß(i) were not identically zero, we would have, by Lemma I, on inte-

grating along the line e" cos t = e"',2ai = eß, t^0,
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(37) g.l.b.      j    log   |Q(í) I e-da > - »(/3 = a*/2at),

and it would then follow from (36) that

g.l.b.      I    log <j>{e-2a2°)e-°da > — oo,

that is to say

(38) g.l.b.     |    log 0(tt)w1/2o2_1aw > - »,

where ßi is a constant.

Since w'>co = (2(a2-£)))-1èl/2a2, it would follow from (38) that

g.l.b.      I    log c6(M)Mw'-y« >
0<7<J<Í, JT

g.l.b. log (f>{u)u"~ldu >
0<y<S<ßt   J 7

The first of these inequalities is in contradiction with (13), the second is in

contradiction with (12), because for u sufficiently small A(uu) ^A*(pu"), the

last function being positive and increasing as u—»0. Therefore if (I) or (II) is

satisfied, Q(j)s0, that is to say F(s) = F0(s) identically. Our theorem is thus

completely proved.

6. We shall now prove some lemmas which will either determine circum-

stances in which the hypotheses of the main theorem are satisfied, or will

permit us to evaluate elements involved in the statement of the theorem if

special conditions are satisfied.

For instance some of the lemmas will give conditions on a function A (u)

in order that interesting excess distributions n(x) belong to it; other lemmas

will enumerate hypotheses in order that conditions of the form (10) may be

satisfied ; still other lemmas will allow us to evaluate the terms of {A„} when

the sequence {X„} satisfies certain specific important conditions.

Lemma III. Let A{u) be a positive continuous function for u>0, such that

log A (u) (log u)~x—* — » as u—»0, log A (u) being a convex function of log u.

Let 0^D< ». There exists a sequence {X„} with upper density D of which the

excess distribution n(x) tends to infinity with x and belongs to A(u). If D<1,

a sequence with the specified properties exists of which all the elements are

integers.

Let us write log .4(1 A) = C(log r)(r>0). The function C(t) is a convex

function of t(— » <l< »), and C(t)/t—>» as /—>». Let us set for x^O
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(39) U(x) =    l.u.b.    (xt - C(t)).
- 00 <(< 00

It is then known [7] that

(40) C(i) = l.u.b. (xt - U(x)).

It follows from the definition of IL(x) that H(x) < oo and that H(x)/x—» °o .

If we set ô„ = e-n(2n), it follows from (40) that ¿>nr2"áeC(l0ír) (»èl, r>í).

The series \f/(z) =Zn-i(¿>n/2n)z2" represents therefore an even entire function,

different from a polynomial, satisfying for r>l the inequality

yj/(r) = max  | $(z) | g, ¿>0>**\
1*1=»-

It is obvious that for r sufficiently large

00

(41) L(r) = r + Z (*n/2">2'-1 < ec^r) = A(l/r).
n-2

Let us write

oo oo

S(r) = 1 + Z Q>J(2(n - 1))!2«>2<»-» = £ /nr2" (h = 1).
n=2 n=0

Since U(x)<oo, bn>0(n^2) and /„>0(w^0). It is then possible to make

correspond to every integer m>0a quantity pm such that (i+r2/ßl,ym^S(r)

(r^O). We shall then have

(42) E(r) = Û (1 + r*/À) ̂  (Stff"2'" = S(r).
m—l

It follows from this inequality and from (41) that for u sufficiently small

/»OO il« í»00/O0\

e-*urE(r)dr ^   1    e-r"rS(r)dr =   |    e-Tur ( £ lnr2n ) dr

0 •' 0 •/ 0 \ n=0 /

(43)
oo

= Z/„(2«)!/(irtt)2n+1 = Z,(l/7r«) ^ ¿(irw)-
n-0

If D>0, let us put i>„ = «/.D(m^1). Let us denote by {mn} a sequence of

increasing quantities such that mn^fin(n^l), n/mn—*0 as n—»=°, and such

that no mn is equal to any vn. Let us denote by {X„} the sequence composed

of the quantities m„ and v„ and written in increasing order. Let N(x) be the

distribution of {X„}, n\(x) the distribution of {mn}, n2(x) the distribution of

{¡Jin}, and N^x) the distribution of {vn}. We have obviously N(x) =Ni(x)

+n\(x)= [Dx]+ni(x) with n\(x) ^m(x), [Dx] denoting the greatest integer

smaller than Dx. If D = 0, we shall put X„ = ?w„(«^l); we have in this case
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N(x)=ni(x) tinïÇx). It is seen that the excess distribution n(x) of {X„} is in

each case not larger than n\(x). We see also, since lim ni(x)/x = \im n/mn = 0,

that the upper density of {Xn} is D. On the other hand, since 0^ni(x)

— n(x) ££1, and since ni(x)—>» as #—»•», we have n(x)—»». Since the upper

density of \mn\ is zero, its excess distribution, ni(x), is equal to its distribu-

tion. If we denote by A*(u) the growth function of this distribution, and by

A*(w) the growth function of the excess distribution of {X„}, we see that

A*(«)áA*(«), and on putting E\(r) =IIn-i(l+ ^/ml) we have by what we

have seen in §2, and by (43) for u sufficiently small,

/■ oo Ace

e-™TEx(r)dr g   J    erTUTE(r)dr ¿ A (vu).

In other words, for u sufficiently small A*(m/7t) ÛA(u), that is to say n(x)

belongs to.4(w).

If we take for ^(»^1) the integral part of n/D-\-\, if 0<Z?<1, and for

{mn} a sequence of increasing integers with w„àAtn(«èl), n/mn—»0 and

moreover, if 0<D, with the condition that no m„ is equal to any v„, then

the sequence {X„} of all the m„ and all the v„, if 0<D, and composed only

of all the m„, if D = 0, still satisfies the desired conditions. But now the X„ are

integers. Our lemma is thus proved.

Of special interest for us will be the structure of a sequence {X„}

of which the excess distribution belongs to a function A(u) of the form

A (u) = (g.l.b.„ai Nnun)~" where {N„ } is a sequence of positive numbers with

Ni/"—*™ as n—>», and where a>0. We have

(44) log A(i/r) = a l.u.b. (n log r — log A7»).

The function

(45) C(t) = l.u.b. (nt - log Nn) = log A(e~l)la

is a convex function of t[7], therefore log A(u) is a convex function of log u.

It is also obvious that C(t)/t—> ». Therefore log A (u) (log u)~l—» — » as m—>0.

Lemma III can therefore be applied to A (u). But our next purpose is to study

the character of a sequence {Xn} of which the excess distribution belongs to

such a function A(u). It is known [7] that the function

(46) U(x) =   l.u.b.   (xt - C(t)) (x è 0)
— 00<t<«>

is convex, and, as we have already seen on page 107 (see also [7]) that

(47) C(t) = l.u.b. (xt - n(x)).
ISO

The curve given by y=Ii(x) is a convex curve on which lie points P,
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with coordinates («,-, log N„{), no point Pn with coordinates (n, log Nn) being

below this curve. Every other convex curve given by y = B(x) with the prop-

erty that no point P„ is below it is such that B(x) ^II(ï). This proves that

y=U(x) represents a polygonal convex curve with vertices at points of the

sequence {Pn}; the points of {Pn\ which are not vertices are above this

curve. We shall call this polygonal convex curve the base of the sequence

In, log Nn] [7]. We shall write Nc(x) =en<*>. We have Nc(n)=N¿, where

{Nf,} is the sequence called the convex regularized sequence of {N„},

regularized by means of logarithms [5]. The function Nc(x) will be called the

convex base, by means of logarithms of the sequence {Nn}. Let us note that

from the definition of the functions Nc(x), C(t), and from (46) it follows that

a log Nc(n/a) = a l.u.b.   (nt/a - C(t)) =   l.u.b.   (nt — log A (er1))
— oo <í< oo — «<í<oo

(48)
= l.u.b. (n log r — log A(l/r)) = aTl(n/a).

r>0

We are now in a position to prove the following lemmas:

Lemma IV. Let {Nn} be a sequence of positive quantities with N¡/n—*<x>,

let a>0, let

(49) ,A(u) = (g.l.b. NnW)-" (u > 0),
«el

and let Nc(x) be the convex base, by means of logarithms of the sequence {Nn}.

Let \mn\ be a sequence of positive increasing integers such that ^mñ1 g 1, and

such that mn^n. The excess distribution of every sequence jX„j of finite upper

density, formed by the union of two sequences of positive increasing quantities

without common term, {X„} = {v„}VJ {pn} -, the excess distribution of {vn\ being

nonpositive, the n„ satisfying the inequalities

(50) Mn è 2m max  (CÍn(2*)!(iV'(4*/«))B/i)1/".

belongs to A (u).

Lemma V. If {Nn\, a, A(u), Nc(x) and \mn} are defined as in Lemma IV,

if log Nc(x)/x^> oo monotonically as x—> oo, then the excess distribution of every

sequence {X„) of finite upper density, formed by the union of two sequences of

positive increasing quantities, [kn\ = [vn\\J \¡xn), the excess distribution of

\vn} being nonpositive, the pn satisfying the inequalities

(51) M» ̂  2*»„(A^(4«/a))«/<\

belongs to A(u).

Remark. From log Nc(x)/x—kx>, and from the fact that log Nc(x) is-con-

vex in x, follows already that log Nc(x)/x—»oo monotonically for x sufficiently

large.
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For the proof of our lemmas consider C(t) defined by (45) and II (x) de-

fined by (46), and set log bn = - (a/2)U(4n/ce) =log (Nc(in/a))~al2. It follows

from (47) that

bnr2n g e<«/î)c(io«r) = (¿(i/r))i/2 (r > 0, n ^ 1).

We have for r sufficiently large

(52) Lr(r) = r + ¿ (ôn/2«)r2"+1 ^ ¿(1/r).
i

Let us write
GO OO

Sito = 1 + H (ô„/(2«)!2")r2" = E£"'2n (¿o = 1).
i o

Here, as in the proof of Lemma IV, IL(x) < », therefore bn>0(n = 1). We have

for n = 1

n _l   2/ 2\m"      i _i_ V* /-*   "/ 2fc
(1 + r //*„)     =1+2, C».,/   //x„ .

*-l

But if (50) is satisfied, we have for 1 =&^?w„

2k k r «/*> h k k k

Mn   = Cm„(.V (4V«))    (2*)!2   = (Cm,,/¿>*)(2¿)!2   = Cm„/i*    (n = 1),

that is to say C^/ß^^Lk, which proves that for « = 1

1 + r%l = (Sl(r))1/m\

We have thus

E(r) = fi d + r"/*) = (Sl(r)f7< =§ 5»(r).
n-l

It follows from this inequality and from (52) that for u sufficiently small

/»CO p,   CO y»  00

e~T"rE(r)dr á   I     e-rurSx(r)dr =   I     e-™r(X) Lnr2n)dr
0 •/ 0 •» 0

= X)¿n(2«)!/(irtí)2"+1 = £i(1/tm) ^ il(im).

It follows from the fact that C(¿)/¿—»», and from (46), that H(x)/x—»»,

thus (Nc(4k/a))alik—»» as £—»». Therefore, since wz„2ïm, and since, by (50),

/i„^e_1«C^n(A7c(4«/o;))a/4n, we have ßn/n—»». The excess distribution «i(a;)

of {¿in} is its distribution itself, since its upper density is zero. The growth

function of this distribution is therefore equal to the left-hand member of (53).

The distribution m(x) belongs thus to A(u). On the other hand it is clear, by

the definition of {vn}, {pn} and {X„}, that the excess distribution of {X„} is

not larger than m(x). Lemma IV is thus proved.

Lemma V is an immediate consequence of Lemma IV. Indeed
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,     *    ,       .    . 1/2* 1/2
max   (Cmn(2k)\)       ^ 2   mn

and, therefore, from log Nc(x)/x—*=° monotonically it follows that the right-

hand expression in (50) is not larger than the right-hand expression in (51).

Let {Nn} beany sequence of positive quantities. If lim inf Nnln = M< <x>,

then 0(M)=g.l.b.„&i Nnun = 0 for 0<M<Af_1. Indeed, if iV^"*—>Af(i—►<»), we
have Oá0(«)ág.l.b.,-si iV„.«"< g lim (M+e)n'Un< = 0, if u<(M+e)-1(0<e).

We have then for a>0, 0<u <M~1, A(u) = (g.l.b.„ai Nnu")-a=(<f>(u))-a = »,

and the excess distribution of every {X„} belongs to A(u).

Without supposing the restrictive condition M<«>, we see that for

0<M<min ((N^NJU«-», (JVt/tf,)1"*-». • • • , (N,-1/Ng))(q>l) Ntu< is
smaller than each of the quantities Niu, Nzu2, • • • , iVg_iW?_1, and therefore

4>(u) — g-hb.nSa Nnun. In other words the value of <j>(u), for u sufficiently

small, depends only on the Nn with n sufficiently large. This is therefore also

true for A(u) = (4>(u))~". This allows us to change a finite number of Nn

without altering A(u) for u sufficiently small. Let now Nn,n—»°o and let «o

be such that log iV„0/wo = niinnë1 log Nn/n=a. We shall replace the quantities

Nu Ni, • • • , iVno_i respectively by ea, e2", • • • , e<"o-»a, conserving the other

values of Nn(n^n0). This new sequence "will be denoted by {.¿Vn}. The func-

tion N"(x) is formed by means of the Nn as Nc(x) is formed by means of

the Nn.

Let {Nn} and {mn) be two sequences of positive quantities with

m„âl(«^l) and let a>0. Let, on the other hand, {/¿„} be a sequence of

positive increasing quantities. If this sequence is finite, or if

M. è 21/2   max   (Ckmn(2k)l(Nc(U/a))'"y/2k (n à 1),
l-ak¿mn

we shall say that {pn} is an S({N„}, {mn}, a) sequence. If the sequence

{tiH} is finite, or if
M» à 2mn(Nc(4n/a))"iin (»èl),

we shall say that {/*»} isan S({Nn}, {mn}, a) sequence, li {X„} is a sequence

of positive increasing quantities of upper density D(0^D< oo), formed by

the union of two sequences of positive increasing quantities {pn}, {fn},

without common term, the excess distribution of {vn} being nonpositive, the

sequence {/i„} being an 5({iV„}, {m„}, a) sequence, we shall say that {Xn}

is a S(Z), {iV»}, {m„}, a) sequence. If the sequence {/in} is an 5({iVn},

ji«,)i °0 sequence, the sequence {v„} being defined as above, the upper

density of {X„} being D, we shall say that {X„} is a 2(D, {Nn}, {mn}, a)

sequence.

The remarks made above together with Lemmas IV and V enable us to

state the following lemmas, of which IVi and Vi are other forms of IV and V

respectively and are, thus, obvious.
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Lemma I Vi. Let \Nn\ be a sequence of positive quantities, let \mn\ be a

sequence of positive increasing integers with mn^n, ^mñ1 = 1. The excess distri-

bution of every 2(Z), {-¿V«}, {wtn}, a) sequence (a>0, 0^Z><») belongs to

A(u) =(g.\.b.nèi NnW1)-".

Lemma Vi. // {N„}, {m„}, a, D are defined as in Lemma IVi, the excess

distribution of every 2(£>, {A7«}, {mn\, a) sequence belongs to A(u) — (g.l.b. „ai

Nnun)-".

Lemma VI. Let n(x) be the excess distribution of {X„}. If n(x) <A < »

(A>0), n(x) belongs to A(u)=u~2A~1. If n(x)=0(x") with 0<a<l, n(x) be-

longs to A (u)=e"an"~1).

If the first hypothesis of Lemma VI is satisfied, we have, since n(x) ^0,

for xf±h\,

/>DO •• 00

(n(x)/x(x2 + r2))dx g 2^r2 1    dx/x(x2 + r2) < N0 + 2A log r.
0 •'Xi

It follows then from (1) that

A*(m) ^   f   e-T"+^o+2^iogr¿r = Mu-2A-1 (u > 0).
J 0

That is to say A*(uMl"~l+2^) a«-""1.

Let us now suppose that n(x) <Bxa(0<a<l)(B>0). We have then for

r>0

/»oo y» CO
(n(x)/x(x2 + r2))dx g 2Fr2 I    dx/xl~~(x* + r2)

0 •'Xl

*% 00

< 2Br2 I    dx/xl~a(x2 + r2)
J o

= (Bw/cos ((1 - a)v/2))r" = Cr".

It follows then from (1) that for u sufficiently small

S%  00 f*   00

(54) A*(w) ̂    I     e-™'+c'"dr = (1/iru)   j     «-*+*<*"•>"««.
•'o J o

There exists a constant M such that for u sufficiently small (u>0), /s£l,

gCUIru)"   <   M max p»lnn-nlat

where P=(Cae)lla/iru, and therefore

CO

gcuiwu)" < j/^T Pntnn~nla.

n=l
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It follows from this inequality and from (54) that

/OO /      M V n  1er'l Z) Pntnn-n>Adl + (1/Vw)  I    c***<"'»>"d*

/» OO

e~Wi + (I/t«)«™"0"
o

á (M/ttm) Z nn(-a-^l"Sn(ru)-'i + (l/irtt)ec'<*">a,

where 5 is a positive constant. But since

-K(z) = Z) nnia-1)lazn

is an entire function of finite order, we have by a well known theorem [ll],

as r—» oo,

log max | R(z) | = log R(r) oo log max (f»w»(«-i>/<») co .Ky^/a-«),
|a I =r nil

where K is a constant. And this shows that for u sufficiently small log A*(u)

<KiWna-1'> when Ki is a constant, that is to say log A*(uK?-a)la) <w"/(a_1).

Our lemma is thus proved.

7. The next few lemmas will specify conditions that the inequalities of

the type (10) be fulfilled. The first of these lemmas (Lemma VII) will enable

us, by passing through Theorem I, to prove important theorems on Dirichlet

series.

Lemma VII. // the Dirichlet series Sn.i¿»e"x"' has an abscissa of absolute

convergence, aA, then for every a^<r'><TA the function F(s) represented by this

series satisfies the inequalities

(55)

where

F(s) - ¿ dme-^' ^ A(a')e^''-^ (n^l),

AW) = ¿2\dm\e-^°'.
m=l

We have indeed for a>cr'

F(s) - ¿ dm<r*">'   ¿   X)   I d* I e~Xm' = e~Xn° Z I dm | e-(X»-x»)''
m—1 tn=n+l n+1

^e-x„^¿|¿m|e-(x„-x„),'

n+1

( ¿ | dm | e-^-^A <rx»' = A^e^'-K
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Remark. The relationship (55) is of type (10) where <f>„(x) =A(<T')eXn'''x~x,^.

Other cases of relationships of form (10) are furnished by the analysis of

classes of infinitely difierentiable functions. The following lemmas, which

concern such classes of functions, will be useful for establishing theorems

on quasi-analyticity or even on far more general properties of classes of func-

tions. As usual we shall denote by C{Af„} a class of infinitely differen-

tiable functions defined either on a finite closed interval 1= [a, b], or on

an interval 7= [a, »), I=(—co, b], /=(—», »), and such that on /

|/(n,(*)| <KnMn (»Sil), where K is & finite constant depending on f(x). We

shall also denote by C{Ain} the class of infinitely differentiable functions

on [a, ») such that to every f(x) belonging to C{Af„} there corresponds a

finite constant g such that / \fin)(x)\dx<gnMn (w^l) and a finite constant

A such that /0" \f(x) \ dx <A. If /E C {Mn} the constant K defined above will

be denoted by K(f). If f(EC{Mn} the constants g, A defined above will be

denoted respectively by g(f), A(f).
Let {pk} be a sequence of positive increasing integers. We shall denote

by {qn} =com {pk} the sequence of increasing non-negative integers distinct

from the integers {pk}. Each of the sequences {pk}, {qn} may be finite or

infinite, but obviously {qn} contains at least one term. As in §2 we shall write

{X„} (l^«<Ar^») which means that {X„} is finite if N < », and is infinite

if N = ». In any case, N^ », we shall understand by Xjt the value ». This

convention is made for the following reason : we shall have to write expres-

sions of the form g.\-b.\n^q<\n+lA q(r) (1 =w<iV); if N= » the meaning of this

expression is clear, but if N< », that is to say if {X„} is finite, the preceding

expression for the last value of n, n = N—l, is equivalent, with our conven-

tion, to the expression g.\.b.\N_l¿q<xAq(r).

Lemma VIII. Let f(x) G C {M„} in [0, ») and let, for a sequence {pk} of

positive integers,/^'(O) =0. Let {qn} =com {pk} (\^n<N^ »), and X„ = g„

+ 1 (1 ^n<N^ »). Let us set

f* oo

(56) F(s) =   j    e-*etf(x)dx (s = a + it).

The function F(s) is defined, holomorphic and bounded in the horizontal strip

(— » <(T< »), 111 <ir/2, and satisfies there the inequalities

(57) \F(s)\<A (A=A(f)),

(58) F(s) - ¿ dme-^> ^ 4>n(e-) (\^n<N),

where dm=fiqm)(0), and where

(59) *„(x) =    g.l.b.   g-M.ofl       (g = g(f);l£n<N).
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Lemma IX. Letf(x)^C{Mn\ in [0, oo). Letf'")(0) =0, {gn}=com {pk}

(l^n<N^<*>), X„ = gn + 1 (l^n<N). Let F(s) be defined by (56). F(s) is

defined and holomorphic in the horizontal strip (— °o <<r<<x>), \t\ <ir/2, and

for every 8 (0<5<1) the inequalities (58) are satisfied in the region A(8) given

by cos t>ôe~', o->log ô (|/| <7r/2) with dm=fiqm)(0) and with

(60) <t>n(x) = 5-1   g.l.b.   K°Mqx<>   (K = K(f))(l ^ n <N).
X„Sä<Xn+l

In A(ö), moreover, the following inequality is satisfied:

(61) | F(s) | ^ 5-11 /(0) | + 5-2KM!.

If to the conditions on f(x) we add the inequality \f(x)\ ^M (0^#< oo) then

(61) can be replaced by

(62) | F(s) | < h~lM.

We give a proof common to both lemmas. If <R.(f)>0, w^O, we have in

either case (Lemmas VIII, IX) f<-n)(x)e~xi—»0 as #—»00. This is obvious, if

f(x) (E C {Mn}, for w 2:1 ; and since

(63) /(*) I á I /(0) I +  C I /' (t) \dt ú I /(0) I + KMlX        (K = K(f)),
J 0

we have also/(a;)e~xf—»0 as x—» =°, 3^.(f ) > 0. If f(x) £ C {M„}, we have, for « > 0,

|/<->(*)| =s|/(">(0)| + /ri/t-+1)(0l*á|/(">(0)| + /;|/<»+»(*)|d*á|/<"5(0)|
+gn+1AfM+i (g = g(f)), therefore, here too, we have, for every «2t0,/(n,(a:)e-l!'

-*0, as x->00, <RXf)>0. Let us put f = e\ F(s) = 3>(f).
From

(64)
/» 00

e-*f(x)dx (R(t) > 0)
n

it follows, by integration by parts q times, since ßn)(x)e~xl—»0 as x—»00,

51(f) >0, that

+ (Vf)? f  fw(*)e-z!dx mX) > 0).
•/ 0

*(f) - /(o)/r + /'(o)/f2 + • • • +/(«-1)(o)/f«

(65)
+ u/rr 1

•j 0

If 2„ + l=X„^g<Xn+1 = 2„+1 + l, (65) gives, since/<**>(0)=0 (k^l),

*O0 = Ê/^WJ*- + (1/f)« f  /<«>(*)r*¿*        (51(f) > 0).
m=l •/ 0

That is to say for <RXf) >0,
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(66) *(r)- E/<te)(o)/rx = tt/k
0

)e-*dx

The function <ï>(if) is obviously holomorphic for ^(f) >0. If f(x)(E.C{ Mn}

it follows immediately from (64) and (66) that for %.(£) >0,

| $(f)| =  f    |/(*)|á* = ¿(/),
J o

*(f) - Z /^(O)/^"   á g'M,/ | f |«      (X„ g g < Xn+i).
m-l

If/(x)eC{ilf„} it follows from (64) and (63) that for <R.(r) = 5>0,

/» oo y» oo

| f(x) I <r5*á* =  I    (¡ /(0) | + KMix)e-**dx

= ô-1 I /(O) | + r2^^! (K = K(f)),

and if we suppose, moreover, that |/(*)| ^M(x^O), then

/I oo

| /(*) | e-^áx ¿ o-iJW (<BXt) ̂ 8 > 0).
o

It follows from (66) that if f(x) G C {M„} then, for <R.(f) = o>0,

(67)

(68)

(70) *(r) - ¿/'-'(O)/^ ^ ÍT«Af,/« | f (XB   =   ?   <  Xn+1).

It follows from (68), if f(x) G C {M»}, and from (70), if /(*) G C {M„}, that,
in both cases,

*(r) - Ë/(*-'(o)/fr̂ *-(i/ k ).

with c6„(x) given by (59) and for <R.(f)>0, if f(x)EC{Mn} ; with </>„(*) given

by (60) and for <R.(f) = o>0, if /(*) G C {Mn}. Since by the transformation

f =ea the half-plane ^(f) >0 is mapped on the horizontal strip (— » <er< »),

\t\ <tt/2, and the half-plane iR.(f) = 5>0 on A(ô), Lemmas VIII and IX are

proved.

8. The following lemma will serve to estimate the terms of the sequence

{A„} associated with a given sequence (X„ j. This estimate will be made when

complementary conditions on the sequence {X„} are imposed. The lemma

which follows will allow us to establish, by means of the main theorem, pre-

cise theorems on singularities of functions defined by a Dirichlet series.

Lemma X. If the upper density of the sequence {Xn} is D < », and if

(71) lim inf (X„+i - X„) = h > 0,
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then to every e > 0 there corresponds an A (e) such that, in denoting by {A„} the

sequence associated with {Xn}, we have

A„ ^ ¿(e)e«»u>.A>+«>*. (» >: 1),

(72) £(£>, h) = 3D(6 - log hD),    if   D > 0,        5(0, Ä) = 0.

The function A(z) being given by (2) it follows from a theorem of Ostrow-

ski, of which a proof was also given by Vladimir Bernstein [l, p. 267], that

in the region which is outside the circles |z±X„| =qi, where qi is a constant,

and outside the circle \z\ —R(t'), the following inequality is satisfied:

| A(z) | > e-(B(fl.n)+«')Ul (e' > o),

with B(D, h) defined by (72).
Let us note that from the definition of D and h it follows that Dh^i,

thus B(D, h)>0, if D>0. On chosing qi<h, we see that for n sufficiently

large the closed circle C(X„, qi) given by ¡z—X„| ^gi contains no X* with

kj^n, and therefore, in this circle

| (s - X„)/A(z) | ^ ?1e<B<D'*>+«'><*»+«!>

and

X„A„ = 1/A'(X„) = lim | (z - X„)/A(z) | < ?1e<B<fl.*>+«')»»+«i>.

Our lemma follows immediately from this inequality.

The following lemma will not be used in this paper, but it seems inter-

esting to state it since it furnishes an estimate of the AB with conditions on

the X„ much more general than those of the preceding lemma. Of course the

estimate of A„ is then much less precise.

Lemma XI. If the upper density of the sequence {X„} is finite, and if there

exists a finite positive quantity ¡x, such that for n sufficiently large

(73) X„+i — X„ > Xn ,

then to every e>0 there corresponds a quantity A(t) such that

A. á A(()e^+t (1 ^ n).

Let pn=\„. Since the upper density of {Xn} is finite, there exists a con-

stant X>0 such that pn>\n2, and the exponent of convergence of {p„} is not

larger than l/2(6). By a classical theorem of Borel on canonical products

[ll, p. 57], in the region which is outside of the circles \z— pn\ =p~h with

h>l/2, pn>\, the following inequality is satisfied:

(6) That is to say ^PiT" converges with arbitrary a>l/2.
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log Il  d - Ï/P») >    _      £• |l/2+«'

with any t'>0, if |f| >r(t').

Let p = max (2, p). Since for n>n0, X„+i —X„>Xn-', we have for n>n0 + l,

pn+i-pn>(k„+i+K)^>>2p^-'»2_and pn-/>_!>2rf_7)/2>2p^'2 (pn> 1).
In other words the closed circle C(pn, Pil~")l2), given by |f— p„| g^1-"»2,

contains no £* with k^n. To every í'>0 there corresponds therefore, by

Borel's theorem, a quantity n(e') such that for »>«(«') we have on the cir-

cumference of C(pn, Pil~")l2)

log II (1 - t/pu)
i_l

, (l-»)/2  1/2+e'

(2Pn)
l/2+€'

> - x1;3"

On the circumference of this circle we have then

(f - í-)/n d - r/í*)
<l-,)/2 X„

= in       e

And if A(z) is given by (2), we have for n>n(e')

lim  I a - Pn) I/]! (1 - t/pt) = lim I (z   - X"n)/A(z) | = 2XnA„= \,"e n
Í-Vn fc=>1 «-X»

which proves our lemma.

9. In this section we shall use some of our lemmas in order to obtain re-

sults following from Theorem I but with hypotheses more specific than those

of that theorem. However Theorem II is an immediate corollary of Theo-

rem I and no use of the proved lemmas is required for its proof. The theorems

of this section are all useful for the applications to come in the next sections.

Let s(u) =a(u) -\-it(u) be a continuous complex function of the real varia-

ble u(— » <«< »). Let us suppose that for w = Mo, t(u)=to (constant), and

that cr(«)—» — » as u—>— », and let R>0 (constant). The region

£ W«), R) U     C(s(u), R),
-00 <M< 00

formed by the union of the open circles with centers at s(u) and radius R

will be called a curvilinear strip of width 2R, horizontal at the right and extending

to — » at the left. The curve composed of the points of which the affixes are

given by s(u) will be called the central line of the strip.

Theorem II. Let {X„}, {(j>n(x)}, {dn}, D, <j>(x) have the same meaning as

in Theorem I. Let F(s) be a holomorphic and bounded function in a curvilinear

strip of width 2ira, horizontal at the right and extending to — » at the left, and

let in this region, for a>a0,
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(74) F(s) - X) ¿me-x- = <t>n(e~') (1  á » < JV á   oo).

If D <a, and if, in setting oo = (2(a — D))~1 one of the following two conditions is

satisfied :
(I) The excess distribution of {X„} belongs to a function A(u) such that

(75)

(76) lim inf
1-0+ r

A(u»)<l>(u) = 0(1)

log (^(«^^(m))«"-1^« =   —   oo.

(m^O),

(II)  There exists a constant «' >« such that

(77) I    log ^(ujW'-Hu = — oo ;
•J 0

¿Ae« dn = 0 (w2;l), /'(5)=0 identically.

It follows indeed from Theorem I that (14) is satisfied for every

w(l=ra<iV) with ^(si) negative and numerically arbitrarily large. Thus dn

= 0(1 £jw <iV). On the other hand the functon F0(s) =0 satisfies (74) with dm

= 0; thus by Theorem I, F(s) = F0(s)=0.

Remark. The significance of Theorem II becomes clearer if we recall

Lemma III, which gives conditions on A(u) under which a sequence {X„}

exists with given upper density D and of which the excess distribution, n(x),

belongs to A(u), n(x) tending to infinity with x. This is particularly inter-

esting if D = 0, since then it shows that there exists a sequence {X„} with

upper density zero (density zero), which has nevertheless an infinity of ele-

ments, and which belongs to A(u).

In all the theorems to come D is the upper density of {X„}, 0^Z)< oo,

n(x) is the excess distribution of {X„}, {M<¡} is an infinite sequence of positive

quantities, T(r) = l.u.b.9&i rq/Mq, r>0, {mq} an infinite sequence of positive

increasing integers.

Theorem III. Let F(s) be holomorphic and bounded in the horizontal strip

\t\ <ira (—oo <<r< oo), let in this strip, for a>ao,

(78) F(s) - ¿ dme- X»t* ^ M,e- (l^n<N,\n^q< X„+i),

and let D<a(7). The function F(s) is identically zero and dn = 0 (l^n<N) if

one of the following conditions is satisfied with u = (2(a—D))~1:

(I)

(79)_ n(x) = 0(1),

(') We recall that if the sequence {\„} is finite, that is to say if N< oo, we put X#= °o.
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(80) I     log T(r)r-v+^dr = ».

(II) The condition (80) is satisfied and

(81) n(x) = 0(x«) (0 < a < 1/2),

(82) e,-«/o-«> = 0(T(r)) (r -►«>).

(III) {X„} w a 2(Z>, {ATI}, {»t,}, a) sequence with mq^q, ^mql^\,

0<a<w_1, owd (80) is satisfied.

(IV) {X„} is a 2(D, {Mq}, {mq}, a) sequence with mq^q, ^m^^l,

0 <a <a)_1, ara</ (80) is satisfied.

(V) r/tere «arts/s a constant w'>a> swcA ¿/sa¿

(83) f   log Ftor-(1+"')¿r = ».
•J i

Remark. The fundamental'condition on {M„} in each of the conditions

(I), (II), (III), (IV) is (80). Since (83) is much more restrictive than (80),

one sees how much more delicate the results are when conditions on the excess

distribution are involved, as in the case (I), (II), (III), (IV). Among the

conditions (I), (II), (III), (IV) the condition (I) is the most elementary. The

most significant of all the conditions are (III) and (IV). They show that to

every {Mq} there corresponds (in many ways, depending on the choice of a

and {mq}) a sequence {X„} of given upper density D< », with n(x) tending

to infinity with x, and such that the conditions (78) and (80) are sufficient

from which to draw the conclusions of the theorem.

Before we pass to the proof of the theorem let us also make the following

remarks. Theorem III stated with the condition (I) contains Carleman's theo-

rem on Watson's problem [2, 5]. Indeed if we put a = 1/2, D = 0, N=2 (thus

»(*)ál), ¿i = 0, Xi = l, z = e; F(s) = *(z)', we see that, if for î^(z)>0

(84) |*(*)| <Mq/\z\" (?êl),

with

(85) J    log T(r)r~2dr = »,

4>(z) =0, which constitutes Carleman's theorem in a form given by Ostrowski

[10], on Watson's problem.

But let us also note that the theorem stated with each of the conditions

(III) or (IV) constitutes a fundamentally much more general theorem than

Carleman's. Indeed, once more putting a = 1/2, D = 0, we see that to every se-

quence {Mq} there correspond infinite sequences {X„} which are 2(0, {Af,},
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jw,J,o) sequences (or, what amounts to the same thing, S({Mq}, {mq\, a)

sequences) and 2(0, {Af3}, {m,}, a) sequences (or, what amounts to the

same thing, S({Mq}, {mq\, a) sequences) such that if for £R.(z)>0 (|arg z\

<*/2)

(86) *(z) — X) dmz- ^Mg/\z\" (X„^?<Xn+l),

and if (85) holds then $(z)=0.

We note further that Theorem III stated with condition (V) contains, as

a particular case, a result established in collaboration with F. E. Ulrich [9,

Lemma VII], and which is by itself a generalization of a result of the author

[6]. The result in [9] corresponds to Theorem III (with condition (V)) with

o = 1/2 but where (83) is replaced by a more restrictive condition which may

be stated in the following manner: there exists an co'>w such that

(87) I    log T1(r)r-<-1+"'^dr = oo,
J i

where T\(r) = l.u.b.„a rx"/M\n (the X„ being integers). Since obviously T\(r)

= 7"(r), (87) is more restrictive than (83).

Let us now pass to the proof of Theorem III. We shall set 0„(x) =g.l.b. MqXq

(X„^ç<X„+i). It is then obvious that <j>(x) =g.Y.b.1án<N <f>n(x) = (T(l/x))~1. It

is also obvious that {(¡)n(x)} is an asymptotic sequence. Let us note that (80)

and (83) are equivalent respectively to

(88) J    log <¡>(u)W°-1 ¿m = - oo ,

(89) I    log ^>(u)u"'-ldu = - oo.
J o

From Lemma VI it follows that if (79) is satisfied then n(x) belongs to

u~ B where 0 <B < oo. By the definition of 4>n(x) given above it is obvious that,

if we put A(u)=u~B, it follows from (88) that the conditions (75) and (76)

of Theorem II are satisfied. Thus F(s)=0, dm = 0 if (I) of Theorem III is

satisfied, since the other conditions of Theorem II are clearly satisfied.

It follows also from Lemma VI that if (81) is satisfied then n(x) belongs to

A(u)=e"al(a-1K Thus, by (82), we have A(u")4>(u) =e^aK"-l)^>(u) =0(1)

(u—»0), that is to say (75) is valid; since, if 0<a<l/2,

/.
u"ana-l'uu,-1du < co,

o

we see that if (80) holds (that is if (88) holds) (76) holds also. Once more the

conditions of Theorem II are satisfied, and F(s)^0, dn = 0.
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Let us now suppose the condition (III) satisfied. The upper density of

{X„} is then D and, by Lemma IV, its excess distribution belongs to

A(u) = (g.l.b.aèi Mquq)-« (0<a<w-1). Since

A(u) = (g.l.b. Mqu",)~" = (</>(«)f" (ß = <*o> < 1)
&i

we see that from (80), that is from (88), it follows that

/log (^(m")^«))«"-1^ = (1 - ß) |    log <t>(u)u"-1du = — oo,
0 " 0

and (76) is satisfied. It is also obvious that lim A(u")<j>(u) =(4>(u))l~e—»0 as

u—»0, thus (75) is satisfied. The conditions of Theorem II are still satisfied

and F(s) =0,dn = 0.

Next let us suppose condition (IV) satisfied. If lim inf Afn/n< », then, as

we have already seen on page 111, <f>(u) =0 for u sufficiently small, therefore

(75) and (76) are satisfied, and once more, by Theorem II, F(i)=0, </„ = 0.

Let us then suppose M\lq—»». We write min5si (log Af„)/g = (log Mqo)/q0 = b

and set Mq=ebg if 1 ̂ q^q0, Mq = Mq if q>qo. We also write max M\he~b = e^

(<Z = 2o); then e~qyMq^ebq (q^qo) and, since obviously 7^0, we have generally

e-^Mq^Mq (gel). Let us then set F*(s) =F(s+y), dme~x">y = dZ. The con-

ditions of Theorem III with (IV) are then satisfied if F(s) is replaced by

F*(s), dm by dm, Mq by Mq, <r0 by (r0+7. This is obvious for all the conditions

except perhaps for (80), but since (80) is equivalent to (88) and since <f>(u),

for u sufficiently small (w<e) depends only on the {Mq} with q>q(e), as we

have shown on page 111, we see that (80) is still satisfied if {Mq} is replaced

by {Afg}. If we set Nq = Mq we see that the corresponding function Nc(x)

(for its definition see page 111) is such that log Nc(x)/x tends to infinity

monotonically and

2mn(7t(4:n/a))a/in ^ 2Vi   max   (CÍn(2k)\(ÑC(ik/a)''n f'".

In other words from the fact that {X„} is a 2(Z>, {Mq }, {mq}, a) sequence

it follows that it is also a 2(Z>, {A/,}, {w„}, a) sequence. Therefore, taking

into account what we have just said, we see that the conditions of Theorem

III with (III) are satisfied if F(s), {dn}, {Mq}, o-0 are respectively replaced

by F*(s), {d*}, {Mq}, <70+7. Since Theorem III with condition (III) has

already been proved we have F*(s)=0, d* = 0, that is to say F(i)=0, d„ = 0.

Let us now suppose that the condition (V) is satisfied. Then the condition

(89), which is the same as (77), is satisfied, and obviously the condition (II)

of Theorem II is satisfied, and once more, by Theorem II, F(s)=0, d„ = 0.

Theorem III is therefore completely proved.

10. We shall now apply our results to the theory of quasi-analyticity.
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Let {pk} be a sequence of positive increasing integers. Let {qn} be the se-

quence of all non-negative integers which are not contained in {pk}- {qn} con-

tains at least one term. As in §7 we shall write {qn} =com {pk}.

We shall now prove the following theorem.

Theorem IV. Let f(x) belong to C{Mn} in [0, oo). Letß^iQ) =0 (¿êjl)

for a sequence {pk} of positive increasing integers with lower density d>l/2.

Let {qn} =com {pk}, and let X„ = g„ + 1. Let n(x) be the excess distribution of

M-
The function f(x) is identically zero if one of the following conditions is satis-

fied with « = (2d —1)_1 :

(!)

(90) n(x) = 0(1),

/oo
log T(r)r~^+^dr = oo.

(II) The condition (91) is satisfied and

(92) n(x) = 0(x«) (0 < a < 1/2),

(93) e,««m-«) = 0(7»).

(III) {X„} isa 2(1— d, {Mq}, {mq}, a) sequence with m q^q,^jmqx ^\,

0<a<«_1, and (91) is satisfied.

(IV) {X„} isa 2(1— d, {M%}, {mq}, a) sequence with mq^q,^lmq~1^l,

0<a<co~\ and (91) is satisfied.

(V) There exists a constant u'>u such that

(94)
/CO

log T(r)r-^+«">dr = oo,

The remark made after the statement of Theorem III should be repeated,

mutatis mutandis, here. Let us note that if d = l, that is to say if k/pk—>l

as ¿-»oo, then w = l, (91) becomes (85) (f? log T(r)r~2dr= oo), and 2(1 -d,

{M"q}, {mq},a) (0<a<w-1), 2(1-d, {M"q}, {mn},a) (0<a<W-1) become

respectively S({M„}, {mq}, a), S({ Mq}, {mq},a) (0<a<l). This shows that

the particular case of Theorem IV with d = 1, stated with the most elementary

of the four conditions (I), (II), (III), (IV), contains as particular case the

theorem of Denjoy-Carleman on quasi-analytic classes of functions. Indeed

let^(ic) belong to C{Mq} in [0, l], and let \¡/<-n>(0) =^<n>(l) =0 («^0). The

function/(x), defined as fol lows : f(x) =\f/(x) in [0, l], and/(x)=0 in (1, oo),

belongs obviously to C{Mq} in [0, oo), and the conditions (I) of Theorem IV

are satisfied for/(x) with pk = k (¿èl); {qn} is reduced to the single term 0,

and {X„} to the single term 1 (thus n(x)^l), d = l. Therefore ip(x) is zero

identically if (85) is satisfied. But it is well known from elementary considera-
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tions [5] that if every function \p(x) of C{Mq} with^'">(0) =^<n>(l) =0 (m^O)

is identically zero, then every function \j/(x) of C{Mq} with ^(n)(0) =0 (w^O)

is identically zero. Thus the class C{Mq} is quasi-analytic if (85) is satisfied.

This is the theorem of Denjoy-Carleman [5]. But Theorem IV with the con-

ditions (II), (IV), in which we suppose d = \, contains a fundamentally more

general theorem than that of Denjoy-Carleman, since to every sequence

{Mg} there correspond, in an infinity of ways (depending on the choice of the

sequence {mq} and the constant 0<a<l), infinite sequences {Xn} withZ? = 0

which are S({Mq}, {mq}, a) sequences, as well as sequences {X„} which are

S( {Mq}, {mq}, a) sequences.

We now pass to the proof of Theorem IV. li J™\f{n)(x)\dx^gnMn (n*tl),

let us set f1(x)=g~1f(x/g). We have then f"\f")(x)\dx^Mn («ifel). Let us
consider the function

/» CO

e-xe'fi(x)dx (s = a + it).
o

By Lemma VIII, F(s) is holomorphic and bounded in the horizontal strip

(—»<<r<»), |*| <7r/2, and (58) is satisfied with X„ = o„ + l, dm=f«-n)(0)

and with <¡>„(x) = g.l.b.\„¿q<\n+iMqx3. In other words if the conditions of Theo-

rem IV are satisfied, F(s) satisfies the conditions of Theorem III with a = 1/2,

D = 1 —d, and in such a way that to each of the five conditions of Theorem IV

there corresponds the condition of the same number in Theorem III. Thus by

Theorem III, F(s) =0 if one of the five conditions of Theorem IV is satisfied.

In other words the function

/> oOe-^Mx)dx
o

is then identically zero. But it is well known from the theory of Laplace

transforms [12] that from <ï>(f)=0 follows f\(x) =0, that is to say/(a:)=0,

and Theorem IV is proved.

Theorem III was inferred from Theorem II by using a certain number of

lemmas which permitted us to specify conditions under which the hypotheses

of Theorem II were satisfied, and Theorem IV follows from Theorem III by

means of Lemma VIII. It is obviously possible to infer a theorem concerning

quasi-analyticity directly from Theorem II, on using Lemma VIII. This theo-

rem will then have a more general character than Theorem IV, but, on the

other hand, it will be much less specific in its hypotheses. The theorem of

which the proof is obvious if we combine Theorem II and Lemma VIII is

the following:

Theorem V. Letf(x) belong toC{Mq} in [0, ») and letfp¿(0) =0 (k^l),

the lower density d of {pk} being such that d>l/2. Let {q„} and {X„} have the

same meaning as in Theorem IV. Let 4>(u) = (T(i/u))~1. The function f(x) is
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identically zero if one of the following conditions is satisfied with u> = (2d —1)_1 :

(I) The excess distribution of }X„} belongs to a function A (u) such that (75)

and (76) hold.

(II) There exists a constant co'>u such that (77) holds(s).

It is useful here, in order to understand the meaning of this theorem, to

recall Lemma III, especially the last part of it, which asserts in effect that for

functions A(u) with certain general properties there exists a sequence {X„},

with integers as elements, of which the excess distribution belongs to A(u).

Even if ¿ = 1, that is to say X> = 0, the sequence {X„} still contains an infinity

of elements.

Let us now prove the following theorem.

Theorem VI. Let f(x) belong to C{M„} on [0, oo), and let f^ (Q) =0 (k^l)

for a sequence  {pk} with lower density d>l/2. If there exists a constant u'

> (2d -l)-1 suchthat

roo
log T(r)r-v+«'Wr =  °o

thenf(x) is a linear function of x.

Obviously, if we suppose moreover that f"\f(x) \dx< », then by this

theorem f(x) =0. This theorem is of the same nature as Theorem IV with the

condition (V) which is in effect the most restrictive of all. As a matter of fact

Theorem VI does not contain the Denjoy-Carleman theorem, since if d = i,

the quantity 1 +«' in (96) is greater than 2. The interest of this theorem con-

sists however in the fact that d may take any value greater than 1/2,

(1/2 <d = 1). It contains as a particular case Theorem III of [9], in which (96)

is replaced by the more restrictive condition (87) with T\(r) = l.u.b.niir*«/M\n.

If |/(n)(*)| <K»Mn (n^i), let us set /i(*) =f(x/2K) -f'(0)x/2K-f(0).
Then/i(0)=/1'(0)=/i!'*,(0)=0 (k^l) and \f¡n)(x)\ $M„ (n^l). Let us then

define F(s) by (95). By Lemma IX, F(s) is holomorphic in the horizontal

strip |/| <7r/2 (— oo <<r< <»), and if A(5) has, for 0<5<1, the same meaning

as in Lemma IX, we have in this region, by Lemma IX,

(97) | F(s) | = 5"11 /i(0) | + Ô~2Mi = r2Mi.

(98) ^   <¡>n(C)F(s) - £ dme-
m=l

where {X„} and {dn} have the same meaning as in the statement of Lemma

IX (/ being replaced by f\), and where 4>n(x) is given by (60) with K = K(fi)
= 1.

(8) Condition (I) of this Theorem is more general than each of the conditions (I), (II),

(III), (IV) of Theorem IV. Condition (II) of Theorem V is the same as condition (V) of Theo-

rem IV.
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There exists a positive quantity £ such that

it 12 > re = cos-1 (eri) > it (l/2w' + D),

since the upper density D of {X„j satisfies the relation Q^D = \— d<l/2,

and l/2o'+D<d+D-l/2 = l/2. The region D(h, £), given by ffèlog 5 + £,
11\ ̂ cos-1 (e~{), is contained in A(ô). Since (96) is equivalent to (89) in which

0(«)=g.l.b.„ai </>«(m), we see that (97) and (98) are satisfied in D(ô, £), (89)
being satisfied.

Thus the conditions of Theorem I, with the condition (II), are satisfied

with a=ai=at = c, Si = log ô+Ç+irc, M (si) = 5~2Mi.

Thus, by Theorem I, it follows that

(99) | dn | < L(£)Ô-2M 1Anex»<1°*5+í+"> = L(è)S& JfiA„<r-fc»<î+w>.

Therefore, in fixing £, and fixing n so as to have X„>2, we see in making

ô—>0 that dn = 0 if X„>2. If there exists a\„^2 the corresponding dn is either

/i(0) or// (0) (since the X„ are positive integers and Xn = g„-f-l), both of these

quantities being zero, and we have d„ = 0. But since the function Fo(í)=0

also satisfies, in D(h, £), the inequalities (98), with dm = 0, we see, by Theo-

rem I, that F(j)=0, and therefore by the theory of Laplace transforms

fi(x)=0, that is to say f(x) =f'(0)x+f(0), which proves our theorem. The

simple example/(:t) =x shows that from the hypotheses of the theorem it does

not follow that/(*) =0.

Before closing this section we should note that theorems of the kind, just

proved, and particularly Theorem IV with condition (II), suggest a study of

interesting classes of entire functions of finite order.

11. We shall study in this section the analytic continuation of a func-

tion holomorphic in a horizontal half-strip and satisfying, therein, inequalities

of form (10).

Theorem VII. Let F(s) be not identically zero, holomorphic in a horizontal

half-strip S(V, ira) of width 2ita in which (10) is satisfied, where <f>n(x) is an

asymptotic sequence. If D <a, and if, on setting w = (2(a —Z>))_1, one of the con-

ditions (I) or (II) of Theorem I is satisfied, then in every curvilinear strip

2= 2(s(w), 2ira) of width 2ita, horizontal at the right and extending to — » at

the left, the horizontal part coinciding with S( V, ira) for a > a0, the analytic con-

tinuation of F(s) satisfies one of the three conditions :

(a) F(s) admits there at least one singularity.

(b) F(s) tends to » as a—» — », uniformly with respect to t, s = a + it belong-

ing to the strip 2(i(«), 2ita — e) with e arbitrary such that Q<e<2ita.

(c) F(s) takes in 2 each value, except at most two, infinitely many times.

Suppose that (a) is not satisfied. Let then L be the central line of the strip

2, let {si} be a sequence of points on L with o-¿=<rv(í<)—>— », let a>a\>D,

and let | F(s)| ^M(si) in C(5<, irai). There exists an n = n0 such that ¿„„^0,
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since if this were not true the function F0(s)=0 would satisfy, in S(V, ira),

the same inequalities (10) as F(s), and it would follow by Theorem I that

F(s)=0, contrary to the hypotheses. By Theorem I, where Si is replaced by

any Si, we have

M(Si) £ i dm, i k~\:yK¿,i

and since the right-hand member tends to oo as i—><x, we have M(si) —»oo.

If in C(Si, ira{), F(s) did not tend uniformly to infinity with i, it would follow,

from the theory of normal families, that the family Ft(s) = F(s+Si) is not

normal in C(0, ira), and Fi(s) (i^l) would take in this circle every value,

except possibly two, infinitely many times; F(s) would then take these values

in C(s„ ira) (i^l). From this the theorem becomes immediately evident.

From Theorem VII follows immediately the less general but more specific

theorem :

Theorem VIII. If F(s) is not identically zero, holomorphic in S(V, ira),

and satisfies there (78), if D<a, and if one of the conditions (I), (II), (III),

(IV), (V) of Theorem III is satisfied, then in every curvilinear strip 2 described

in Theorem VII, F(s) satisfies one of the conditions (a), (b), (c) of Theorem VII.

Indeed, as we have seen in the proof of Theorem III, the condition (78)

together with one of the five conditions of Theorem III constitutes, by our

lemmas, a particular case of the hypotheses of Theorem I.

If {d„} is a sequence of complex numbers, and {X„}, as usual, a sequence

of positive increasing quantities with 0^D< oo, we shall set, if N= <x>,

<rd,x = lim sup (log | dn \ — log A»)/Xn,
n— «

where {A„} is the sequence associated with  {X„}.

The following theorem can now be proved immediately.

Theorem IX. Let <Td,\> — °°. // F(s) is holomorphic in S(V, ira) with

D<a, and if in this region F(s) satisfies either (10), one of the conditions (I),

(II) of Theorem I being satisfied, or (78), one of the conditions (I), (II), (III),

(IV), (V) of Theorem III being satisfied, then there exists a singularity of F(s)

in every channel of width lira, connecting a circle C(s\, ira), with ^(ii) <(Td,\,

toS(V,ira).

Let a>ai>D. If the theorem were not true, F(s) would be holomorphic

and bounded in the region composed of the circle C(si, ira{), of the horizontal

half-strip S(V, irai), and a channel of width 27rai connecting them. It would

then follow from (14) of Theorem I that

<R_(si) è hm sup (log | ¿B I — log A„)/X„ = <rd,\,
n= oo

contrary to the hypotheses of the theorem.
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12. We shall next apply the results of §11 to the study of the analytic

continuation of a Dirichlet series. Without loss of generality we may suppose

that the series /.dne~Xni does not contain a constant term, that is the X„ are

all positive, and that N= ». We shall suppose that the upper density of

{X„} is finite. It is then well known that the abscissa <rc of ordinary conver-

gence and the abscissa a a of absolute convergence coincide, and that this

quantity is given by the expression

ac = a a = lim sup (log | dn | /Xn).
n=*oo

We shall suppose that the series has a region of convergence, that is to say

(TC<».

We shall write

00

(100) F(s) = £ dne-^',
i

even if F(s) is given only by the analytic continuation of the series, but we

shall give to this continuation the following meaning: to say that F(s), given

by (100), is holomorphic in a region A containing points s = a-\-it with <r posi-

tive and arbitrarily large means that F(s) is holomorphic in A and is given,

in this region, for a sufficiently large, by the sum of the Dirichlet series. Such

a region A may be a horizontal strip (| t — u\ <R, — » <a< »), a horizontal

half-strip (| t — to\ <R, a>(r0), a curvilinear strip horizontal at the right, • • • .

A channel connecting a circle C(si, R) to the half-plane ff><r0 is the union

of circles with a given radius Ro<R of which the centers are on a Jordan

arc of which one extremity is Si, the other extremity being a point of the

line <r = <r0. The quantity 2F0 is the width of this channel. By what we have

said above, to say that F(s), given by (100), is holomorphic in a circle C(si, R),

in the half-plane a>ac, and in a channel of width 2Fo connecting them

means that in the region A=A(si, Rit R0) composed of these three regions(9)

F(s) is holomorphic and is given, for <r sufficiently large, by the sum of the

series in (100).

As we have seen in Lemma VII, (55) holds for <t^<t'><t¿. We may there-

for say that (10) is satisfied in a horizontal half-strip S(V, R') (V = a'+if)

with arbitrary width 22?' and with a'>ac = ^A, the asymptotic sequence

{<t>n(x)} being given by <j>n(x) = A(o-')eKn(,'x>"> where A(a') is constant with re-

spect to n. The lower envelope, <i>(x), is obviously zero for Q^x<e~°'. The

equality (13) is therefore satisfied with an arbitrary value for a'. It follows

then immediately from Theorem I (with condition (II)) that the theorem

stated below is true.

(9) In future we shall omit, in the definition of A(si, Ru R0), the part "in the half-plane

<r><rc."
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Theorem X. Let the upper density of {X„} be D<<*>. If

OO

(100) F(s) = £ ¿»Ê-X"s

i

is holomorphic and bounded in a circle C(si, ira) and in a curvilinear channel of

width lirai connecting this circle to the half-plane a>o'c, with D <ai, then

(101) | dn | = KM(sx)An exp XÄ(*i).

where M(si), {A„} have the same meaning as in Theorem I. K is a constant de-

pending only on a and D.

Remark. The value of K is the same as in the remark which follows the state-

ment of Theorem I.

This theorem contains a theorem of the author [6] in which the curvilinear

channel is assumed to be horizontal, and in which K is not as precise as in the

remark which follows the statement of Theorem X.

There follows immediately from Theorem II (recalling that <i>(u) =0 for u

sufficiently small, in case of Dirichlet series) the following theorem.

Theorem XI. If F(s), given by (100), is holomorphic and bounded in a curvi-

linear strip of width lira, horizontal at the right and extending to — oo at the left,

and if D <a, then F(s) is identically zero.

The following theorem is a corollary of Theorem VII.

Theorem XII. // F(s), given by (100), is not identically zero, then in the

strip described in Theorem XI the only eventualities which are possible are (a),

(b), (c) of Theorem VII.

Theorem XII was first established for the case ffc= — °° (the eventuality

(a) is then automatically removed, since F(s) is then an entire function) in a

joint paper by J. J. Gergen and the author [8].

Theorem IX furnishes immediately the following result.

Theorem XIII. Let crd,\> — °°. The function F(s) given by (100) admits a

singular point in every curvilinear channel of width 2ira, a>D, connected with

the half-plane o>oc, of which the central line contains at least one point S\ such

that <R.(si) <<Xd,\-

Let us set
<7X = lim sup log An/X„,

n= «

where {A„} is the sequence associated with {X„}.

It is obvious that

<r<z,x ̂ lim sup log | dn | /X„ — lim sup log A„/Xn = ac — <r\.
n= oo n— oo
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It follows, on the other hand, from Lemma X that if (71) is satisfied then

ax^B(D, h) ( = 32?(6-Iog hD), if D>0, 23(0, Ä)=0). Theorem XIII gives
therefore the following result:

Theorem XIV. 2/ F(s) is given by (100), ifarc> — cc and if

(102) lim inf (X„+1 - X„) = h > 0,

then there exists a singularity of F(s) in every curvilinear channel of width 2ira,

a>D, connected with the half-plane <t>ctc, the central line containing at least

one point s\ such that îl(ii) <o-c — B(D, h).

Theorem XIV contains a theorem of Ostrowski (see [6]) by which, if

(102) is satisfied (D< »), the series given by (100) admits a singularity in

every circle C( V, G(D, h)) where V is any point on the axis of convergence,

and where G(D, h) tends to zero as D—»0 (h being fixed). It contains therefore,

as a particular case, Fabry's theorem on Taylor series (X„ integers) by which

£r¿ne_x"" with X„/w—»» admits the axis of convergence (<Tc> — ») as a cut.

Let us set (7¿x = lim sup (log \dn\ +log A„)/X„.

From Theorem XIII follows the theorem:

Theorem XV. If ac> — » the function $>(s) given by the series

00

<ï>(j) = £ á„A„e-x»'
i

admits a singularity in every curvilinear channel of width 2ira, a>D, connected

with the half-plane <r><r¿x, the central line containing at least one point si such

that'Risi) <lim sup„gilog \dn\fhn=o-c.

For the proof it is sufficient to note that in this theorem dnAn plays the

same role asd„ in Theorem XIII, <r¿x the roleof <rc, and <rc = limsuplog |dn|/X„

plays the role of ad,\ in Theorem XIII.

This theorem is closely connected to a classical theorem of Cramer [l ].
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